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Abstract: To improve the efficiency of business process and the objectivity of process modeling, we analyse four basic 
structures of structural workflow net under the premise of the existence of noise in the log file, furthermore, mining 
algorithm of a structured process model from the log file was researched. This paper expatiates in four parts, 
includeinggetting information from log file, extracting all simple paths, mining structured branch model and merging final 
model, finally it shows the model in the form of Petri nets. On the basis of that, the analysis of resource is proposed, it 
offers the supporting decision tools for decision-makers in resource planning and improves the efficiency of resource 
utilizing, eventually it increases the efficiency of enterprises.   
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using namespace std; 
bool ReadXmlFile(string& TapProcess.xml) 
{ try 
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CString appPath = GetAppPath(); 
string seperator = "\\"; 
string fullPath = appPath.GetBuffer(0) +seperato
r+ TapProcess.xml; 
TiXmlDocument *myDocument = new TiXmlDo
cument(fullPath.c_str()); 
myDocument->LoadFile(); 
TiXmlElement *RootElement = myDocument->RootE
lement(); 
cout << RootElement->Value() << endl; 
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? 5  ????????????????? 
 
4.3.4 ?????? 
? ? ?????????????????, ???
??????????????????, ????
?????. ?? s1 ? s2(? s6 ? s7)???????
Pls ? Cut ???????, ? s4 ? s5(? s9 ? s10)
???????? Insp?Gri?Pls ? CP ??????, 
? Pls ? Gri ??????, ?? s1 ? s3 ?? Rlm ?
Mac ?????, ???? s1 ? s6 ? FCT ? GCT ?
?????, ???????????, ?? 6 ??.  
 
? 6  ???????????? 
 
5? ?????? 
? ? ??????????????, ??????
?????????????. ?????????
?, ????????????????, ????
????????, ??????. ???????
????????????, ?????????. 
?????????????, ?????????
????, ????????????, ?????
?????????????. ?????????
???????????, ???????????
???????????????(???????
?), ?????????????????????
???????????????????????
????????, ??, ???????, ???
3%?????????????????????
????, ??????????; ??????, 
12%???????????????, 88%????
????????, ??????????????
?????? 1.14 ?, ?????????????
??. ????????????? 10000 ????, 
?????????????4:6, ????????
???? 1.  
? 1  ????????? 
???(???) ????
??? 
???
?(h) 
???
?? 
Foundry casting(Foundry Mold) 4000 3 12000 
Gravity casting(Gravity Casting M) 6000 2 12000 
Cutting(Shakeout M) 10000 0.7 7000 
Polishing(Shot-blasting M) 10000 1.2 12000 
Recycled melt(Resistance furnace) 300 2 600 
Machining(Metal cutting M) 9700 2 19400 
Inspection(Compress-testing) 9700 0.5 4850 
Grind(Grinding Belt) 11058 0.8 8846 
Polishing(Polishing M) 11058 1 11058 
Check before 
Plating(Ultrasonoscope) 
11058 1.5 16587 
Electroplate(Salt spray test M) 9700 1 9700 
Assemble(Assemble M) 9700 0.2 1940 
Packing(Packing M) 9700 0.1 970 
 [?]?? M ?? machine 
?????????????????????
???????????, ??????????[12], 
???????????????????????, 
????????????? 7 ???????, ?
? N ?????, a ?????, ?????????
?????????????, ?????????
?????????, ??, ???????, ??
?????????, ???????, ?????
??????????????????. ????
???????, ???????????? 2 ??.  
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? 2  ????? 
??? ??????
(h) 
??? ?????
(%) 
Foundry Mold 2000 10 60 
Gravity Casting machine 2200 8 68 
Shakeout M 2000 4 88 
Shot-blasting M 1900 10 63 
Resistance furnace 1500 2 20 
Metal cutting M 2500 9 86 
Compression-testing 1500 5 65 
Grinding Belt 2000 5 88 
Polishing M 2000 5 111 
Ultrasonoscope 2100 9 88 
Salt spray test M 2300 4 105 
Assemble M 1900 3 34 
Packing M 400 7 35 
? ? ?????????? 85%?????????
????, , ?? 100 ???????, ?? 100 ??
????????, ?????????, ????
?. ?? 2 ????, ?? Polishing machine ? Salt 
spray test machine ????????, ??????
???????, ???????????????
??????????????, ???, Assemble 
machine ? Packing machine ????????, ??
????, ?????????????????, 
????????????, ??????????
? , ???????????? . ?? , Foundry 
Mold ?Gravity Casting machine ?Shot-blasting machine 
??????????????, Resistance furnace?
??????????????????????, 
??????? Resistance furnace.  
????????????????, ????
?????????????????, ?????
???, ??????????, ????????
?????????????????, ?????
?, ???????. ?????????????
????????, ??????????????
??, ??????????????, ?????
????????, ??????????????
???????????.  
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